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Tax Incentives and Local Government Autonomy
The swift and unprecedented shock of the COVID-19 public health crisis has wreaked havoc on the
economy. As the focus shifts to restoring our state and local economies in a manner that is safe,
equitable, and prosperous for all, counties are eager and committed partners in promoting economic
growth and creating opportunity – we prefer local autonomy in determining the best way locally.
The Maryland Association of Counties (MACo) opposes state-mandated reductions in local revenue
sources, but welcomes tools to grant counties options and flexibility to pursue their own parallel tax
incentives, or to develop others to suit their local needs.
The General Assembly routinely considers proposals to change tax structures, often seeking to
stimulate economic growth, encourage beneficial activities, or attract and retain residents. These
proposals often are focused exclusively on the state’s tax structure, but sometimes extend to local
revenues as well.
In general, MACo stands for local self-determination. Counties, led by their elected leaders who are
directly accountable within the community, are in the best position to make decisions on local affairs –
ranging from land use to budget priorities. MACo steadfastly guards this local autonomy, and
frequently advocates against statewide solutions that mandate county compliance or otherwise
override local decision-making.
Property taxes show the best collaborative way to enact targeted tax relief. The State and its local
governments already work together here – where the State routinely grants a state-level tax credit, but
then enables county governments to enact their own as a local option.
State proposals that involve local revenue sources can be enacted as “local option” offerings, to allow
counties maximum flexibility to achieve local goals.
MACo urges the Committee to primarily consider state income tax credits as the best means to
incorporate local tax relief as part of a broader policy. MACo and county governments hope the
Committee finds these comments helpful. Counties stand ready to work with state policymakers to
develop flexible and optional tools to create broad or targeted tax incentives, but resist state-mandated
changes that preclude local input.
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